
 

Abstract 

  

During the process of establishing what will become commonly known as “contemporary (visual) art” from 

the second half of the 1990s onwards in Slovenia, the primary object of critique was definitely the modernist 

idea of the autonomous artwork. For example, criticism focused on the idea that meaning is stored within 

the artwork as well as on the corresponding spectrum of hermeneutic interpretive approaches which were 

based on a more or less clear distinction between an art object and subject. Gradual deconstruction of 

autonomy, solidity, and clear borders of cultural texts can be identified both within art practices as well as 

their theoretical, scientific reflections, more extensively since the second half of the 1990s. However, it 

seems that within narrower field of art criticism itself, textualization of the position of enunciation, i. e. the 

particular place or context from which we are speaking, was established a little bit later, in parallel with the 

change of focus to the economic, political, social circumstances of the contemporary art’s mode of 

production, especially by a younger generation of cultural actors around and after 2010. In the first part, the 

article will, therefore, draw basic lines of Slovenian contemporary (visual) art field and its discourse, move 

to the debates on art criticism and its crisis in the past five years and focused on some of the socio-economic 

conditions of the possibilities of the establishment of embedded criticism (imperative) in the light of general 

epistemological terrain of contemporary (visual) art and its own placement in wider socio-economic 

processes. In conclusion, the article will also try to expose some of the problematic points of the imperative 

of embedded criticism. 
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During the process of establishing what will become commonly known as “contemporary (visual) art” from 

the second half of the 1990s onwards in Slovenia, the primary object of critique was definitely the modernist 

idea of the autonomous artwork. For example, criticism focused on the idea that meaning is stored within 

the artwork as well as on the corresponding spectrum of hermeneutic interpretive approaches which were 

based on a more or less clear distinction between an art object and subject. Key theoretic reference in this 

context was the heterogeneous discipline of cultural studies and its reception theory that have been formed 

since the 1980s onwards. Generally speaking, the reception theory focuses on the analysis of the process, 

conditions, and effects of social mediation of cultural texts, whereas the text itself is largely understood as 

a means of communication. Besides that and based on the references in the critique of political economy, 

cultural studies and its reception theory differentiated various levels of communication, and through this 

turned the focus on the conditions of communication. For example the dependence of messages on 

institutional and social power relations that also established the thinking on communication exchanges as a 

means of reproducing domination, that is, existing relations of power. In short, since the late 1980s, analyses 

of cultural and social phenomena as communication tools shift from the textual to the pragmatic model of 

thinking about cultural/social phenomena where the text itself loses its status of the exclusive source of 

meaning, while the production process and context as well as (aesthetic) experiences of readers/viewers are 

established as the new objects of analysis. 

Gradual deconstruction of autonomy, solidity and clear borders of cultural texts draws from earlier semiotic 

and (post)structuralist claims (death of an author, open work, etc.) and also marks the possibility of 

equalization between communicator and recipient, which can be also perceived in the context of digital 

technological communication and digital reproduction (for instance debates on the disappearance of the 

classic authorship in the context of interactive new media art). The latter processes can be identified both 

within art practices as well as their theoretical, scientific reflections, more extensively since the second half 

of the 1990s and especially within the art practices that were connected to the establishing non-

governmental art sector. If we rely on the at the time existing reflections, art practices of the 1990s were 

withdrawing from the traditional artistic presentation contexts and often appeared in "spaces without 

art/exhibition memory, and as such much more integrated into the structure, the history and the memory of 

the city."
[1]

 Representatives of the art of the 1990s namely often draw from the tradition of institutional 

critique by appropriating museum strategies, its collecting function or just thematizing the status of objects-

symbols and historical memory, which was closely connected with wider debates on the status of socialist 

public sculpture within the Slovene territory in the period after its independence. Likewise, the new artistic 

approaches of the 1990s attempted to gain institutional control over the production of its (own) context and 

interpretation, linked to the broader debates about the placement of "(post)socialist art" into the context of 

the western art system. 



 

However, it seems that within narrower field of art criticism itself, textualization of the position of 

enunciation, i. e. the particular place or context from which we are speaking, was established a little bit 

later, in parallel with the change of focus to the economic, political, social circumstances of the 

contemporary art’s mode of production, especially by a younger generation of cultural actors around and 

after 2010 (undoubtedly connected to the austerity measures as one of the consequences of the economic 

crisis 2008). This same generation of cultural actors also started to show interest in analyzing the process 

of establishing contemporary art’s mode of production in the light of the wider privatization processes in 

Slovenia after 1991, leaning on the renewal of the critique of the political economy within the wider 

theoretical sphere. In the first part, the article will, therefore, draw basic lines of Slovenian contemporary 

(visual) art field and its discourse, move to the debates on art criticism and its crisis in the past five years 

and focused on some of the socio-economic conditions of the possibilities of the establishment of embedded 

criticism (imperative) in the light of general epistemological terrain of contemporary (visual) art and its 

own placement in wider socio-economic processes. In conclusion, the article will also try to expose some 

of the problematic points of the imperative of embedded criticism. 

  

1. “Textualization” of art institutions and art system in Slovenia 

  

If we interpreted the so-called textualization of a position of enunciation in a broader context, it could be 

linked to the phenomenon of globalization of (western) art system from the 1990s, by which we, among 

others, understand the extension of the art system to the so-called (former) second and third world countries 

through different mechanisms. As far as ex-Yugoslavia or wider Southern eastern European region is 

concerned, one of this mechanism was undoubtedly The Soros Centers for Contemporary Art (SCCA), 

regional network or institutional mechanism that during the second half of the 1990s tried to contribute to 

the post-socialist transition or normalization by “modernization of the art discourse”, the introduction of 

new funding mechanisms for art and culture as well as new organizational institutional approaches. A side-

effect of the globalization of art system from the 1990s onward was namely—as Thijs Lister formulated in 

the lecture on current affair regarding art criticism he held in Ljubljana—the establishment of generic 

contemporary art that can as such be perceived as specific only if it is contextualized, i. e. attached to local 

environment or context. Textualization of a position of enunciation in this framework, therefore, serves as 

a potential tool to establish contextual differences between apparent (formally-aesthetic) identical works of 

art.
[2] 

However, at least within a larger part of Slovenian contemporary art discourse, textualization of a position 

of enunciation usually appears in a different sense. Namely as a critique of universalist discourse on art and 

universal art history, whereas the latter is perceived as an epistemological terrain of western art system or, 

more precisely, its means of cultural imperialism and domination. Textualization of a position of 

enunciation is, therefore, at least from this point of view, legitimized as a political project, as a part of the 

struggle against the domination of the West within the art field, where this domination itself is understood 

as just one of the extensions of the political, economical, etc. one. Within the Slovenian contemporary art 

sphere and discourse, this position was established exactly since the second half of the 1990s when 



 

contemporary art as such started to be defined more specifically, where the process itself was highly 

interlaced with the canonization of the co-called Eastern (European) art.
[3]

 Namely, if the problematization 

of the totalizing synthesis of modern universal / world art history was, at least within Anglo-American 

context, most often explained as the result of critical interventions of diverse subaltern and marginalized 

social groups, as well as a side-effect of wider shifts in humanities and social sciences from the 60s and the 

70s onwards, the critique of universalist discourse in Slovenia coincides with the process of reflecting the 

specifics of the (post)socialist region and its cultural identity especially after the independence, but even 

before that. Besides the latter, the critique of universal art history also interlaced with the process of 

reflecting ways of canonization of art that could be called “(geo)politicization of the art system” as well as 

reflections on the prevailing logic of 1990s politics, namely the politics of recognition that manifests itself 

through “giving voice” and the inclusion of formerly marginalized and excluded. 

In this regard, it should be pointed out that in the context of reflections of contemporary art since the 1990s, 

the term "art system" or "art world" was established as a key reference point of the imagining the placement 

of art in wider social processes by the cultural workers themselves. The latter was most directly shown by 

the analysis of sociologist of culture Maja Breznik that was based on the interviews with the actors of the 

Slovenian visual arts field conducted between 2007 and 2009 in which they were speaking mostly about 

how they perceive or represent the placement of their work. Analysis has shown the vision of the 

international western art system where an integral part of this system, according to interviewees, should be 

the network of museums of modern art, museums of contemporary art, exhibition centers (kunsthalle), 

independent galleries, and especially strong private galleries, which have access to international art fairs on 

which the latest art world trends are being formed.
[4]

 The art system was therefore established as a key 

reference point of the discourse of contemporary art around 2010, i. e. around this very period we could say 

that “systemic thinking” about art is established as important if not even prevailing. Besides that, in this 

regard, it should be pointed out that the alleged specifics of Eastern (European) art was largely formed 

exactly as a counterpoint of the western art system and its logic: Eastern art was supposed to be 

fundamentally characterized by a socialist cultural-political faith in the power of art as well as 

nonconformism, in short, something that, at least in the context of the western professionalized art system 

and market, should have disappeared long ago. 

The latter vision however to the greatest extent appeared in the framework of the discourse of the curators, 

representatives of some art institutions (especially central Slovenian public art institution for modern and 

contemporary art, Museum of Modern Art and Museum of Contemporary Art Metelkova), to some extent 

even within the discourse of the artists, representatives of the ‘art of the 1990s’. Therefore, not so much 

within a narrow field of art criticism where the process of textualization of the position of enunciation was 

established a little bit later. As we presented above, in parallel with the change of focus to the economic, 

political, social, circumstances of the contemporary art’s mode of production by a younger generation of 

cultural actors after 2010 that gradually “appropriated” renewal of critique of political economy by the 

younger generation of theorists working in the framework of Workers and Punks' University, from 2012 

renamed to Institute for Labour Studies. 

In this respect a book entitled Artist at Work: proximity of art and capitalism by the philosopher and 

dramaturge Bojana Kunst published in 2012 is perhaps one of the most important ones. In addition to the 
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fact that Kunst in her book develops the initial thesis of the proximity of art and capitalism, she shifts her 

attention from artworks to the artist's work, from aesthetic or philosophical reflection on the work to its 

actual production. Emerging from the elaboration of some key issues linked to the concrete analyzed art 

projects, Kunst therefore constantly focuses on and incorporates their conditions of production, and in that 

process she relies to a large extent on postoperaist and autonomist theoretical references. In other words, 

authors that had been—if we simplify and generalize—writing about the so-called transformations of labor 

since the 70s or, to put it differently, had been writing about what will be subsequently called—if we use 

two most commonly used terms in Slovenia—post-Fordism or neoliberalism. Kunst's work also at least to 

some extent inspired a handful of more direct thematizations of circumstances of contemporary art 

production and the situation of cultural workers—especially within the less institutionally supported 

contemporary dance and performance field, as well as in the case of the younger generation of cultural 

workers in the visual art field. As already mentioned, these articulations within the contemporary art sphere 

almost coincided with the detectability of the effects of the economic crisis 2008, austerity measures, and 

mentioned shifts in contemporary art discourse. The latter was also the source of criticism of the so-called 

culturized criticism of political economy, as well as the fact that postoperaism found one of its sanctuaries 

within some part of politicized local art practices and discourses that accompany them. Namely, according 

to the critics, postoperaism was supposed to have assumed an “audience illiterate in Marxism“, which 

should be a prerequisite for its inauguration as a new leftist intellectual canon. In this respect, the key object 

of criticism was definitely one of the main postoperaist concepts—immaterial labor—that was supposed to 

be a clarifying means of new forms of cognitive, affective, virtuous, etc. labor. According to the opinion of 

some critics in Slovenia, this concept allows the young urban creative class to “translate into a source of 

political inspiration the things that they are experiencing as a source of their anxiety (instability of 

employment, irregular income, constant stress and exhaustion, forced mobility and forced socialization, 

etc.).”
[5]

 This very possibility should be largely tied to another reversal of perspective; the reversal of 

perspective in the interpretation of the history of capitalism within operaism during the 70s (especially 

Tronti), where the capitalist transformation is supposedly not implemented "top-down", but is the result of 

an autonomous struggle of the labor movements. 

In short, these new shifts in contemporary art discourse and art practices, to some extent including art 

criticism, established process of art-making, its context, working conditions of art as well as specifics of art 

as labor as an integral part of an artwork and its interpretation. Besides that, also the position of those who 

were writing, interpreting, criticizing art became “textualized”; writing itself to an ever-increasing extent 

became marked with its working conditions, started to include some reflections about the process and 

methodology of writing and interpreting, etc. “Textualization” of the position of enunciation in this 

particular case, therefore, does not manifest itself (anymore) in the same way as in the context of, for 

instance, feminist or postcolonialist discourse where cultural, class, gender, etc. identity is being exposed 

as well as the particular position from which we speak is made visible. As we will try to show, it has to do 

more with the general disappearance of clear boundaries between various professions and roles in the art 

field, the establishment of the imperative of embedded knowledge and self-reflexivity as well as with the 

phenomenon that has been formulated as an internalization of the critique. 

  

2. Discourse on the crisis of art critique and embedded criticism imperative 



 

  

  

As far as the narrower field of art criticism in Slovenia is concerned, over the past five years, there can 

certainly be detected an increase in the number of public events that touch on the alleged crisis of criticism 

within practically all of the art fields (literature, performing, visual arts, etc.). Claims on the crisis of art 

criticism had varied from the thesis of "dissolution of a consistent critical tradition" into "improvisational-

impressionist writing", to claims about moving of the art criticism into artistic practices and art institutions 

themselves (so-called internalization of art criticism), opinions that merging of art theory and art criticism 

have happened, that the crisis of art criticism is a side-effect of prosecution of critical thoughts in general, 

etc. Some of the explanations of why the art criticism is in danger that was made from a more conservative 

point of view were often accompanied by a call for the restoration of the modernist model of criticism that 

also includes re-establishment of the classical authority of a disinterested, quasi-neutral art critic. From this 

particular point of view, the identification of the crisis of art criticism (which contains such an implicit or 

explicit call), can effects quite reactionary, since it seems that its tendency is not directed so much to the 

restoration of a legitimate, “better” treatment of art practices that should help them somehow, but can be 

rather seen a desperate attempt to reestablish the consistency of the institutional and discursive field, which 

would provide the remaining, but inevitably changing institutions of the modern era with authority in the 

art field and beyond. By that, this call and aspiration for the restoration of the old values most often ignored 

the above-mentioned shifts in humanities, social sciences as well as critical thought in general that 

established—at least to some extent—variations of embedded criticism as a new (epistemological) method.   

In this connection, another position of the critique of art criticism in Slovenia was certainly relatively often 

represented in the last five years, primarily in the field of contemporary performing arts, to certain extent 

literature and visual arts as well. Namely, in the last years, the label “young female critics” began to 

circulate within the mentioned fields, where they—“young female critics”—were supposed to be the culprit 

of the current crisis of art criticism. According to this point of view, the current crisis of art criticism should 

appear either on the stylistic and formal level or in a manner of descriptive and ludicrous, indisputable 

criticism as well as in the manner of bare summarizing of PR by organizers of art events, without additional 

intellectual inputs, or even in the form of too much theoretical investment of young (female) critics. This 

critique of current state of art criticism in Slovenia itself otherwise got some publicly published responses, 

either by those who recognized themselves in the label “young female critic” or by those who felt they just 

have to react to this more or less implicit misogyny. 

Even though all of the listed features of current art criticism—on the one hand, bare summoning of PR, 

purely affirmative and interpretative descriptiveness, or, on the other hand, too much theoretical 

investment—is otherwise to some extent undoubtedly true, the label “young female critics” itself could be 

perceived as a symptom of wider issues regarding the matter. Namely the fact that young (female) critics—

i. e. the critical position that is marked with gender as well as the age and by it with specific social and 

economic position (within the art field and otherwise)—can not easily adopt modernistic critical norm or 

form of criticism reveals another fact: institutional and production circumstances as one of the conditions 

of possibilities of modernist criticism and its authority no longer exists. Besides that, younger generation 

of art critics can not ignore the consequences of certain art practices from the 20th century, especially 

feminist, queer, postcolonial art and institutional critique, on the established interpretative models as well 



 

as the wider critique of epistemological basis of modern thought from the second half of 20th century 

onwards. Even if it is inaccurate to claim that visual artist ever enjoyed economic security and stability in 

the past (on the basis of which modernist authority could be established), in the field of art criticism or—

more generally—writing about art, in the last three decades we can certainly detect the process of 

precarization of their work that has inevitable consequences for the critique and interpretation of art itself. 

Above- mentioned the disappearance of clear boundaries between various professions and roles in the art 

field thus has something to do with the precarization and flexibilization of the labor in this very field that 

is forcing its actors to carry out countless different projects, occupy various professional tasks, combine 

various professions, etc. Or to put it differently: art criticism can no longer be a clearly positioned activity 

with a stable and precise role and/or authority because the production conditions of the art field as well as 

art criticism have changed. 

Regarding the reflections of the current state of visual art criticism in Slovenia, we should point out a series 

of lectures “How Critical Is the Condition of Critical Writing?” which took place from the beginning of 

2015 to the end of 2016 based on the cooperation between SCCA - Ljubljana and Igor Zabel Association 

for Art and Culture, and tried to highlight the status of contemporary critical writing in the field of art and 

culture. The series of lectures itself emerged from the reflection of the fact art criticism is disappearing 

from public media (and “closes” itself in narrow professional circles), which makes the role and position 

of art critic less and less clear. At the same time, a series of lectures exposed critical writing as an integral 

part of the art system, and without it art could not fulfill its social and cultural role. Namely, among other 

things, art criticism is an integral part of the art system also because it is providing artists with the references 

that they need in order to obtain their status and funds in public open calls as well as improve their future 

employment prospects, establish more presence and visibility in the public space and in this way increase 

the symbolic value of their work. Art criticism is, in short, an integral part of the so-called exceptionalist 

economy of art,
[6]

 regardless of whether on a “western-type” art market/system or a context—such as 

Slovenian—where the art is financed almost exclusively through public funds. 

If we again return to the embedded criticism as an alleged epistemological norm of current art criticism or 

just one of the prevailing positions within part of the contemporary (visual) art field, we should say 

something more about how does it manifest itself. Apart from the above mentioned, it has definitely 

something to do with the fact visual art field in Slovenia is a very small professional community, where 

practically everyone knows everybody, therefore the imperative of the embedded criticism can also be 

related to an attempt to avoid some accusations in advance—namely because it can easily happen art critic 

is writing about his acquaintances, (former or current) associates or even friends. Since a large part of the 

criticism itself is already the choice of what and who you will write about, to whom you will give 

(additional) visibility in the public space, who will you establish as someone who is worth writing about, 

by exposing your own positioning, you also expose your awareness of the inevitable "incestuousness of the 

art field". You expose you are aware of the logic by which the art field works—to a great extent by the 

silent solidarity between the like-minded or similarly positioned (for example, some kind of implicit or 

explicit intergenerational solidarity) or conflicts and fights for power and visibility between those that are 

opposed to each other. 

We already said that the current state of visual art criticism in Slovenia is highly marked by the fact 

processional art criticism is disappearing from the public media in recent decades and especially after the 



 

series of austerity measures that pushed daily newspapers to gradually exclude professional art criticism as 

unnecessary luxury as well as led to the “extinction” of some recently established professional journals for 

arts, culture, criticism, and theory. In recent years, we are therefore also witnessing the establishing some 

of the self-organized initiatives for art criticism. Bigger non-governmental organizations in the field of 

contemporary performing arts are, for instance, establishing their own platforms for art criticism (to a large 

extent for the performances they themselves are producing), while in the field of visual arts the initiative to 

connect some of the actors that are active in the field of art criticism and theory have been established at 

the end of 2017. The latter actors connected especially in order to be able to form a “common front” and in 

that way jointly request public funds for art criticism by the Ministry of Culture of Slovenia, given that 

currently there are no public funds for this particular purpose. They, therefore, suggested the establishment 

of a new web platform for an art criticism that would link some of the already present journals, newspapers, 

web platforms, radios working in the field of art criticism. At the beginning of this year this very suggestion 

was “taken under the wing” of The Left, one of the Slovenian political parties, which in cooperation with 

the Ministry of Culture set up a working group that is supposed to bring the proposal to realization in the 

upcoming years. 

  

3. Conclusion 

  

We have said embedded criticism which, simplified, in the process of enunciation indicates or points to the 

particular position from which the enunciation itself is coming from, was at some point conceptualized as 

the opposite of (quasi)universalist and (quasi)neutral positions of a modernist interpretation of art, and 

accordingly also as a tool of politicization and critical intervention. We have also tried to show this very 

position today appears as relatively predominant and can consequently become somewhat unproductive. 

Namely, on the one hand, it seems that predominance of embedded criticism can raise a situation when the 

fact somebody is speaking, can appear a little foolhardy to him/herself: we can perceive our own speech 

act as taking the word to another, preferably someone who possesses “the voice” to a lesser extent than we 

do, or for some reason or another, we do not feel competent enough to speak about something. On the other 

hand, the imperative of the embedded criticism (may) trigger an unproductive situation where half of the 

speaking or writing is focused on explaining the specific context of this same speaking or writing. In short, 

the process of enunciation that indicates particular position from which the enunciation itself is coming 

from, somehow relativize the position of the speaker—"I would not want to take the position of authority, 

to judge or evaluate ..."—to the point where we only give as modest opinions as possible, without anyone 

wanting or daring to take a clear and straightforward position. But the latter already received some of the 

theoretical reflections, maybe most directly in the article “From Criticism to Critique to Criticality” by Irit 

Rogoff where she is talking about the phenomenon of internalization of critique or, as she called it, the 

establishment of criticality as a third state of art criticism that can be perceived as a result of the critique of 

modernism: 

“In ‘criticality’ we have that double occupation in which we are both fully armed with the 

knowledge of critique, able to analyze and unveil while at the same time sharing and living out the 

very conditions which we are able to see through. As such we live out a duality that requires at the 



 

same time both an analytical mode and a demand to produce new subjectivities that acknowledge 

that we are what Hannah Arendt has termed ‘fellow sufferers’ of the very conditions we are 

critically examining.”
[7] 
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